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"anonymous gives "Gossip Girl - Season 1-4" a 8."

Written by anonymous on  4 March 2013.
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Gossip Girl - Season 1-4

High Class American TV series. I had to grow into it. At first, I found it hard to believe that these actors were still in high school. Luckily, they soon faced the next step in their career, which university will they attend in New York?
 
 But that’s not what Gossip Girl is about. Scheming and intriguing, to fit in or to reign, that’s the question. Beautiful people, beautiful clothes, deluxe parties for the rich and famous are popular topics in these series. Even Lady Gaga is performing at Blairs party, one of the main characters. They move around the city of New York in limousines, close business deals in the hotel and fashion industry, and manage to have time for numerous romances.
 
 Very entertaining to watch, these series. As the characters develop throughout the seasons, they grow on you. Blair and Chuck are the main thread of Gossip Girl. Even though it girl Serena Van der Woodsen (Blake Lively) is a sweet girl, she’s not the overall center of attention in the show. It is BFF Blair Waldorf (Leighton Meester), who steals the show with a first class performance of a spoiled little rich girl climbing the social ladder. She means business. Scheming, manipulating her ‘mignons’ at school, being the best at everything or at least coming across as the best (no matter what).
 
 Blairs no. 1 match is Chuck, a rich kid who inherits daddy’s multi-million dollar company. Chuck’s not happy. He is spoiled. A real pain in the ass even. Incredibly annoying. But at some point (and this is an outstanding performance by Ed Westwick), Chuck is coming of age. He’s becoming less annoying, slightly likeable, even. He has feelings, as it turns out. Has he finally got the nerve to say those three little words out loud to his lifetime rival, Blair?
 
 The title Gossip Girl of this series stands for the frequent use of Gossip Girls' blog. Every user can add the latest gossip about the New York elite to the web based ‘Gossip Girl’. Mobile phones are a bare necessity in the lives of these high profile youngsters. Also check out the cool music, worth listening to apart from these series as well. Spotify might help you with that. Of course there are many more other plots in these series worth following. Serena Van der Woodsen also has many adventures of her own. Her relationship with the beautiful Nate Archibald for instance, whom I shall not forget!
 
 Keywords for this series are: student life, New York city (Upper East Side), designer clothes, romance, luxuries and coming of age relationships.
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Next episode
No new episodes, series is terminated.
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